For a number of technologies small substrate contaminants are undesirable, and for one technology in particular, extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), they can be a very serious issue. We have demonstrated that the Ion Beam Thin Film Planarization Process, a coating process designed to planarize substrate asperities, can be extended to smooth ~70 nm and ~80 nm diameter particles on EUVL reticle substrates to a height of ~0.5 nm, which will render them noncritical in an EUVL printing process. We demonstrate this smoothing process using controlled nanoscale substrate particles and lines fabricated with an e-beam lithography process. The above smoothing process was also modified to yield an excellent reflectance/wavelength uniformity and a good EUV reflectivity for the multilayer, which is required for EUVL reticles. Cross-sectional TEM on a smoothed substrate line defect shows excellent agreement with results obtained from our multilayer growth model. 4
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Introduction
For a number of technologies small substrate contaminants are undesirable, and for one technology in particular, extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), they can be a very serious issue. Extreme ultraviolet lithography 1 is a leading next-generation lithography technique being developed to continue Moore's law on or after the ~2009 timeframe; it is desirable to maintain Moore's law since it has enabled the production of much faster microprocessor chips and higher-capacity memory chips with constant or decreasing costs. Moore's law predicts that the number of transistors or memory bits on integrated circuits will double about every 1.5 -2.0 years [2] [3] [4] ; this has been achieved primarily by shrinking important features, such as transistor gate lines, to smaller sizes.
As the features are reduced in size to several tens of nanometers the wavelength of the light used in the current lithography techniques (~193 nm) becomes a limiting factor; this makes EUVL, which uses ~13 nm light, advantageous. One difference between EUVL and previous lithographic technologies is that EUVL requires a reflective reticle; this is due to the fact that substrates with sufficient transmission at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths do not exist. The EUVL reticle blank consists of a substrate coated with a Mo/Si multilayer film designed to reflect light with a wavelength of ~13.5 nm at nearnormal incidence; this multilayer-coated substrate is further processed to produce an absorber pattern on the surface to form the EUVL reticle. In conventional transmission reticles very small particles (tens of nm in diameter) on the substrate do not result in critical (printable) defects, and hence these substrate particles are not a significant concern. In reflective EUVL reticles very small particles (tens of nm in diameter) on the substrate that are coated with a Mo/Si multilayer film can nucleate critical phase defects 5 in the reflective multilayer coating, which could significantly degrade device performance and reduce the device yield. We have developed a strategy for mitigating the effect of small substrate particles that relies on depositing a Mo/Si multilayer with excellent smoothing properties. Previous work [5] [6] [7] indicates that with a proper selection of the deposition conditions, the smoothing properties of Mo/Si multilayer films can be enhanced with respect to the film's response to substrate asperities. we have made several major advancements which are described in this paper. Firstly, we advanced the process to smooth particles ~ 70 and 80 nm in diameter, which is a significant achievement considering that the particle volume scales as the D
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, where D is the particle diameter ; the 80 nm particle has over four times the volume of a 50 nm particle. Secondly, the gold nanoparticle technique 10 , which was the best available technique to date to produce substrate particle defects, required a significant amount of atomic force microscopy time to locate the sparse, randomly oriented particles and the size distribution of the measured particles was a higher than ideal. We have developed and employed a technique to produce controlled arrays of substrate particle defects using a lithographic-based process, saving precious characterization time and also leading to a more tightly controlled distribution of particle sizes. Thirdly, we were able to obtain a 6 coating EUV reflectance uniformity of 0.10% across a 160 mm diameter substrate, which is particularly impressive considering that there are two potential sources of nonuniformity, the deposition flux profile due to the primary ion source and the etching profile due to the secondary ion source. Lastly, we obtained XTEM images more accurate than any obtained previously; this demonstrates the smoothing process and shows a coneshaped halo in the film above the particle that was predicted by simulations from our improved model of the thin film smoothing process.
Procedure a) Fabricating Substrates with NanoParticles
In order to investigate smoothing in the ~70 nm particle diameter size regime we first needed to synthesize lithographically-patterned particles with ~70 nm heights. Such samples, consisting of arrays of nominally tetragonally-shaped particles, were synthesized by electron beam lithography at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) on Si substrates. A spin-on-glass resist (HSQ) process was employed and the resist relief features remaining after processing, which consist of highly robust silicon dioxide, serve as the programmed substrate particles.
The programmed substrate particle samples were characterized at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and consisted of particles having the same height but a variety of widths. Figure 1 shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) scan of typical programmed substrate defects. To simplify the discussion we will be referring to 70 high by 70 nm wide particles as "70 nm diameter" particles, where the reader should be aware that the particles are not spherical (although there is some rounding of the edges such that the particles have a spherical element to them).
The AFM results are listed in During the period of time over which the AFM measurements in this report were performed, we tested this AFM against a similar AFM at LBNL using the programmed substrate defects and also against a NIST-certified standard. There was excellent agreement in all cases.
We also synthesized programmed substrate defects with heights closer to 80 nm; these are shown in Table 2 .
b.) Multilayer Smoothing
The Mo/Si multilayer coatings have been deposited using ion beam sputtering in the system shown schematically in Figure 2 . The Mo/Si multilayer consists of 50.5 bilayer pairs. A bilayer pair is defined as one Mo layer plus one Si layer, where the bilayer thickness is ~ 7 nm and the Mo is ~ 40% of the bilayer pair thickness. We found previously that etching of the Si layers during the deposition process significantly enhances the smoothing properties of the coatings and this process, illustrated schematically in Figure 3 , is employed in this work. The Mo and Si layers are deposited 8 at normal incidence; however, for the Si layers an additional ~1-3 nm of material is deposited and then etched away, also at near-normal incidence. When excellent uniformity is required the Mo and Si layers are deposited at an off-normal angle, which is discussed later on (near Figure 9 in the paper).
The primary ion source beam energy was 600 eV (i.e., the ion used to generate the deposition flux from the target) and the energy of the secondary ion source (used for etching of the Si layers) was 150 -250 eV. Ar was used as the source gas for both ion sources.
c) Characterization and Simulations
After the deposition of the Mo/Si multilayer coatings the samples were measured again with AFM to characterize the height and width of the defects at the film surface. The simulations of defect growth have been performed using a nonlinear continuum model presented in detail previously 11 . In this model we describe the multilayer film growth as a sequence of deposition and etch steps applied to a surface that has an initial profile of the substrate defect. The deposition and etch processes are constrained to be near normal incidence so that shadowing effects can be neglected. At each growth step the surface is allowed to relax by applying a linear Fourier filter that preferentially removes the high frequency components. This linear filter accounts for a certain amount of in plane mobility of the adatoms due to, for example, surface diffusion that tends to locally smooth the surface. We also include at each step a nonlinear process.
In the deposition step this process is the contraction of the film due to the interdiffusion of Si and Mo at the interface to form a thin layer of intermetallic silicide. In the etch step the nonlinear growth arises from the complex dependence of the etch rate on the local angle of incidence. Both of these nonlinear processes have the effect of preferentially eroding the sides of the defect where the surface slope is largest. This causes bump-like defects to narrow. The simulation generates the two-dimensional profiles of the successive interfaces in the multilayer stack, which can be directly compared to a TEM cross-section of the film.
d) AFM Data Analysis
Our primary source of experimental measurements of defects is atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM provides a two-dimensional topographical profile of the surface of the film. The AFM scan is then analyzed using a custom IDL routine called "IMAGEPLUS". This routine provides a variety of useful functions including finding and counting defects, determining their height, width and volume, taking profiles, and generating a power spectral density of the surface roughness. As our smoothing process has improved the defect profiles have decreased in height to the point where they are approaching the peak-to-valley noise fluctuations produced by the surface roughness.
Consequently we have had to develop a more sophisticated algorithm for analyzing the defect profile, and extracting the height and width information. The nature of the problem can be seen in Fig.4 , where we show the profile of a defect nucleated by a 70 x 70 nm particle and smoothed to less than 1 nm in height using a 150 V etch step. The peak-tovalley noise in the raw AFM scan is comparable to the height of the defect. To analyze this data it is necessary to first apply a local averaging algorithm to the AFM scan.
Specifically, we convolve the image with a 9-pixel-wide rectangle function. The effect of this averaging on the defect profile is shown as the red line in Fig. 4 . It is clear that this procedure is only valid if the width of the defect is much greater than the convolving rectangle. In practice this means that there must be only a few nanometers per pixel; for example, a relatively small 1 x 1 µm AFM scan should be sufficient with its 512 points.
This suggests that more AFM characterization time will be required with this new analysis method, since less data is obtained via 1 x 1 µm AFM scans than in 5 x 5 µm AFM scans.
The height of the defect is determined from the averaged profile. To obtain a value for the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) the algorithm finds all of the pixels in the defect that exceed half the maximum height. The total area A of these pixels is used to estimate the width according to the formula FWHM = ½(A/П)
. Although the averaging process provides an improved method of obtaining height and width values, it 11 must be recognized that these are still subject to error due to the noise produced by the surface roughness. Hence quantitative comparisons of defect measurements when the heights are less than ~ 1 nm become more problematic, and the FWHM values are a particular issue.
We currently believe that the most accurate method is to obtain 1 x 1 µm AFM scans and use the newly developed method (described above) for the smoothing analysis.
However, we discovered these data analysis issues in compiling this paper and most of our data is in the form of 5 x 5 µm scans. We will present data analyzed by both methods and note this when and where applicable in the paper. The older method, employing all of the data, is labeled as analysis method 1. The newly developed method, which is more accurate but has fewer data points to use, is termed analysis method 2. It should be noted that whether method 1 or 2 is used do not affect the basic conclusions of EUVL printability since the smoothed heights of our 70 nm and 80 nm substrate particles are so small that it doesn't matter too much whether we are overestimating the smoothed height by a few tenths of a nm or underestimating the smoothed widths by tens of nm's using the old analysis method. This is due to the shape of the printability curve, shown in Figure 7 , which is a very weak function of FWHM when the smoothed heights are sufficiently small.
Results and Discussion
Using the ion beam thin film planarization process we were able to smooth 70 nm diameter particles to ~0.6 nm in height. The results are shown in Figure 5 below. We did two runs, one where the Ar ion energy was 250 eV for the Si etch (V1505C) and one with a 150 eV Ar ion energy, for the Si etch. The results, as a function of the initial starting width of the substrate defect, is also shown in Table 3 . There is no major difference in the smoothing for the two etch energies although he lower etch energy of 150 eV may result in a minor improvement in smoothing over the larger etch energy of 250 eV.
In Figure 5 we also compare the smoothing to what is achieved by a standard Mo/Si coating process (employing a normal incidence deposition flux) with no Si etching (i.e., no enhanced smoothing); in this case the 70 nm particles are only smoothed to mean height of 39 nm using analysis method 1.
Since this work is aimed at developing a process which can eventually be implemented in mask blank manufacturing, repeatability is important. One set of conditions, those used for run V1505C, was repeated three additional times over a period of ~ 6 months. This is shown in Table 4 and Figure 6 below. Three of the four were virtually identical and one of the runs (V1595) showed less smoothing but the height was still less than 0.9 nm.
The height and FWHM of the smoothed 70 nm particle defects are such that the defects should be nonprintable in an EUVL stepper. This is shown in Figure 7 where the data for a typical sample, V1505C, is compared to a EUVL printability curve generated from the single surface approximation 12 for an EUVL stepper with multilayer phase defects in proximity to 25 nm lines; the simulations assume NA = 0.25 and a 20% CD variation criteria. The smoothed particle heights are so low that they should remain non printable regardless of whether data analysis methods 1 or 2 are used and even if the CD variation is reduced further.
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In addition to particle-like defects our substrate defect pattern contains lines. As with the particle-like defects the height of the lines are all at a fixed value, say 70 nm for example, and the widths vary from line to line. We characterized the smoothed lines on sample V1607 from Table 4 
The simulation was performed in 1+1 dimensions (line defect) over a domain of 400 nm consisting of 200 points.
The EUV lithography tools are expected to require good illumination uniformity on the resist-coated Si wafer. Part of the illumination uniformity error budget is allotted to the mask, which results in a stringent reflectance uniformity requirement of < ±1% 3σ 13 . It can be advantageous to have a smoothing layer that is simultaneously the reflective layer; for this to occur one must be able to deposit a smoothing layer that (i) meets the thickness uniformity requirements across the reticle and (ii) the smoothing layer must have a reasonably high EUV reflectivity After several calibration runs, V1612 was deposited with a process that achieves excellent smoothing and uniformity simultaneously; uniformity results for the run are shown in Figure 9 below. The small reflectivity variation (0.10%) is well within the specifications for the mask blank. Since the substrate is spun about its center during deposition, the 0.10% variation across the 80 mm radius can be translated to a variation of 0.10% across a 160 mm diameter (or 0.30% 3σ across the 160 mm diameter). This uniformity is comparable to the best uniformity values achieved previously without ion etching 13 ; this demonstrates that the improved ability of the ion beam thin film planarization process to smooth larger substrate particles was achieved without a degradation in coating uniformity. The smoothing results using this high-uniformity process is shown in Figure 10 . The slight bump turns into a slight depression with smoothing when the depo step is at off-normal incidence; this is consistent with results obtained last year when the 50 nm particle smoothing process was coupled with a high uniformity process 8 .
After demonstrating that the process works for smoothing 70 nm particles we checked if it could be easily extended to smooth 80 nm particles. It should be noted that while the increase in particle radius (r) from 70 nm to 80 nm is only 14%, the increase is particle volume (V) is 66% (since V ~ r 3 ), and hence 80 nm particles should be more challenging to smooth than one might first think. We increased the etch time for the Si layers from our usual 109 sec to 218 sec in run V1616 in order to see if 80 nm particles could be smoothed below the printability threshold. We were able to smooth 80 nm (height/width) substrate particles to a mean height of 0.50 nm and a mean FWHM of 55 nm for the 8 defects that were characterized using analysis method 1. Using analysis method 2 on a single characterized defect we obtained a height of 0.37 nm and a FWHM of 174 nm. Note that for these very small smoothed particle heights the resulting widths differ significantly depending upon whether data analysis method 1 or 2 is used.
Independent of the analysis method the 80 nm particles were smoothed below the printability threshold curve that was shown in Figure 8 previously. An AFM crosssectional profile of a representative smoothed 80 nm particle is shown in Figure 11 along with profile of a particle in which a standard multilayer coating (with no enhanced smoothing) was deposited. The smoothing was significantly less when Si etching was not employed; an ~80 nm particle was smoothed to only ~ 56 nm without enhanced smoothing.
We also performed a run, V1620, in which a 164 sec etch was used, to see if 80 nm particle smoothing could be achieved with an etch time shorter than 218 sec per layer. Estimated processing times for V1615, V1616, and V1620 are 5.25, 6.75, and 6.0 hours respectively, which will likely need to be reduced to increase mask blank tool throughput and reduce mask blank costs. We are optimistic that these deposition times could be reduced with further effort. For example, using higher etch energies, using larger mass inert gas ions for etching, etc, could potentially reduce the etch-related component of the process time. If the process time can be reduced significantly then it may be possible to extend the technique to smooth 90 nm and 100 nm diameter particles
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the Ion Beam Thin Film Planarization Process, a coating process designed to planarize substrate asperities, can be extended to smooth ~70 nm and ~80 nm diameter particles on EUVL reticle substrates to a height of ~0.5 nm, which will render them noncritical in an EUVL printing process according to EUVL printability modeling. We demonstrate this smoothing process using controlled nanoscale substrate particles and lines fabricated with an e-beam lithography process, which we find preferable to the gold nanoparticle process used and reported previosly. The above smoothing process was also modified to yield excellent reflectance/wavelength uniformity (0.10% 1σ variation in EUV reflectivity over a 160 mm diameter) and good EUV reflectivity (66.2%), which are also required for EUVL reticles. Cross-sectional TEM on a smoothed substrate line defect shows excellent agreement with results obtained from our multilayer growth model. Coating process times to smooth the 80 nm substrate particles are up to ~ 6 hours; this will need to be reduced however there is a pathway to reduce this time. close-up of the surface profile after smoothing. Note that under the deposition conditions for optimal uniformity that instead of the small bump observed in Figure 5b we obtain a small depression after smoothing. After Standard Coating (no enhanced smoothing)
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